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Crowd Simulation

Crowd simulation is the process of simulating the 
movement of a large number of entities or 

characters



  

Some Applications

● Emergency evacuation(Reduce injuries and 
deaths)

● 3D Computer Graphics (Cost effective)

e.g. MASSIVE (crowd simulation program) 
used in the making of movies like LOTR, 
Avatar, King Kong and Rise of the Planet of the 
Apes. 



  

Project Objective

● To develop a model to suggest the best way to 
lead people to safety in a panic situation. (For 
example in a stampede in a stadium)

Focus of the project: Emergency evacuation 



  

Project Development

● Find empirical data about how crowds move in 
a panic situation.  This will include reports of 
panic situations, other research on panic 
situations, and film of panic situations which we 
can use to track trajectories.

● Find formulas that explain this panic movement.
● Code up these formulas to that we can predict 

what a panic situations would look like.



  

Data Source

BASED ON ACTUAL EVENTS

● Video footage of panic situation

-Stadium

-Fire Disaster
● Report of how people behave in panic situation

-News reports

-Scholarly articles

-Interviews



  

Development of algorithm

● Map the trajectory that agents in a crowd take 
in panic situation

● Consider factors like layout of event grid in 
determining the trajectory people take.

● Consider psychological factors.
● Write an algorithm encompassing these factors 

for the optimum way in which the people in 
crowd can be led to safety.



  

AI of the agents

● The agents in the model (representing people 
in the crowd) will be given a set of rules to 
behave. These rules for moving of the agents 
will be decided after the studying of the data 
that are collected.

●  It will be interesting to see how the agents 
behave in the simulation model we will be 
coding.



  

Coding environment

● We have decided to use HTML5, CSS and 
JavaScript for animating the our panic situation 
model. We will make exclusive use of canvas.
The HTML5 <canvas> element is used to draw graphics, on the 
fly, via scripting (usually JavaScript).

● The model will be for a single plane (2D 
modeling)  



  

Expectations

● We hope the simulation will provide an insight 
into how we can make emergency evacuation 
efficient. This will be studied by varying the exit 
routes, changing the number of agents, 
changing the area of event grid etc.  

● Since the simulation will be backed by empirical 
data, it might help one plan the architecture of a 
building for better evacuation of people in 
emergency situations.



  

QUESTIONS
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